
Complaints Procedure 

Complaints at Rose of York are rare. If a student of Rose of York has a complaint, there are 

two procedures, one for academic complaints (defined as complaints that refer to issues 

partially  or wholly under the control of the student's teacher/teachers), and one for non-

academic complaints (defined as all other complaints except those that refer to issues under 

the control of the student's teacher). The following procedure also applies to complaints 

from trainees studying on courses provided by Training 4 TEFL as part of Rose of York 

Language School. 

At Rose of York we promise: 

• to listen to all complaints, taking them seriously and treating them confidentially

whenever possible;

• to assess all complaints objectively and appropriately, including seeking
independent

evidence or agreement of any information presented in a complaint whenever
appropriate;

• to take the most appropriate course of action to deal with the complaint,

considering the views of all parties involved.

Procedure for Academic Complaints 

Academic complaints are rare, and most students are very happy with their teacher and 

lessons. But, if you have a complaint about the teacher or the lessons you should follow the 

procedure below. This includes complaints about the teaching methodology, the 

content/syllabus being taught, the classroom atmosphere and the quality of the teaching. If 

you feel your lessons are too easy, or boring, or you have problems working with other 

students, follow this procedure: 

1. Begin by discussing the issue with your class teacher. It's a good idea to do this after

a lesson in private, if possible. If it cannot be resolved in this way, or you would prefer

not to discuss it with your class teacher, please refer to stage 2.

2. Ask for an Academic Complaints Form at Reception, complete it and return it to

reception in a sealed envelope. This form will be received and completed by the

Director of Studies and put in the Complaints Logbook. You are entitled to see how the

complaint is recorded and make amendments if you wish. Your complaint will be

treated confidentially if possible. To deal with an academic complaint the Director of

Studies may need to discuss it with your teacher. If it is not necessary to do so, the

Director of Studies will not inform

the teacher which student made the complaint. If necessary, the Director of Studies

will tell the teacher which student made the complaint. If they think it is necessary,

the Director of Studies will make an appointment to meet you, either to explain the

course of action that has been taken, or to find out more information before

proceeding.

3. If you are not happy with the result of Stage 2, please make an appointment to

meet the Director of Studies to discuss the complaint further. They will try to

resolve the problem, taking more direct action if necessary. If the Director of Studies

feels it necessary, they may make an appointment for you to meet the School

Principal to discuss your complaint.



4. If you are not satisfied with the outcome of Stage 3, you should contact the English

UK, which is an independent organisation, to seek further advice. On the English UK

website, www.englishuk.com, you can download a Student Complaints Procedure

Information Sheet.
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